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More Online Consumers Shop Offline: The
Contradiction of Web Ads
By Jonathan Fullmer @VivaKi

BLOGSPOT · IL Y A 21 JOURS

A recent CNET article points out that online ad sales emerged as the king in advertising revenue last year, beating

out television ads for the first time in history.

LANCE WHITNEY

Internet ad sales surpass broadcast TV for first time
ever

Online ad revenue in the US hit a high of $42 billion last year,

jumping past the $40.1 billion generated by TV ads. Internet

advertising soaked up record revenues of $42.8 billion in 2013,

the Interactive Advertising Bureau announced in a new report on Thursday.

The interesting thing is that the U.S. Census Bureau attributes more than 94% of retail activity to physical

purchases, presenting what seems like a startling contradiction.
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All of which underscores questions as to how much and what kind of an impact online ads have on consumers.

There seems to be little doubt that online purchasing has steadily improved, thanks to mobile marketing, so what

is it that ultimately drives customers to the store? Marketers have decried the difficult task of measuring the effect

of online ads on offline sales, leaving some skeptics doubting the possibility. But new research suggests that not

only is it possible, the collected data reveals a clear connection to the rise in in-store sales.

THINKWITHGOOGLE

Proof That Online Search Ads Can Boost Offline Store
Sales

Retailers have long relied on search advertising to increase

online sales. It's an obvious part of the online shopping process,

as a search ad is only a few clicks away from an easy purchase, for both buyer and

seller. What's not so obvious is the impact online search ads have on offline sales in

brick-and-mortar locations.

Demand for more concrete evidence has incited a dramatic increase in data companies hoping to ride the

research wave and surface as the go-to for retailers looking for ways to improve their online advertising

strategies. One such company, Little Rock-based Acxiom, has aided major clients such as Microsoft and Yahoo,

offering convincing proof that those companies' online ads are in fact leading to increased product sales in stores.
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WSJ

How Acxiom Ties Online Ads to Your in-Store
Purchases

Google is testing a way to measure whether its online search ads

spur sales in physical stores, working with data companies

including Acxiom and Epsilon. The data companies have been

doing similar work with other online giants. Acxiom has worked

with Yahoo, Microsoft and AOL, says Josh Herman, Acxiom's vice president of

partner and product strategy.

Still a little shaky on how the studies work? Check out Google's explanatory video, which highlights the use of

control markets. Asking whether the test results are definitive, the video declares that "these experiments point to

a resounding yes."

GOOGLEBUSINESS · IL Y A 3 ANNÉES

Online to Store: Online Advertising Drives Offline Sales

Further validating Google's confidence, ClickZ predicts that 2014 will be the year marketers discover more

tangible ways to track how online ads affect offline sales. Author Marko Mueller explains that "our digital and

offline worlds are starting to blur in significant ways," and that the predictive factor is, as you might have guessed,

"mobile commerce."

MARKO MUELLNER

Can Digital Finally Drive Offline Sales At Scale?

Marko Muellner | January 7, 2014 | Comments Sales are the

lifeblood of every business; it's important to remember that

while e-commerce sales have climbed every year for over a

decade, 94.6 percent of total US retail sales in Q3 2013 occurred offline. Digital

marketers have long struggled to drive offline sales.
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Even organic Twitter feeds show signs of driving in-store sales, the company's blog claims, suggesting that many

retailers are already looking for and benefiting from alternatives to traditional online advertising.

BLOG.TWITTER.COM

Promoted Tweets drive offline sales for CPG brands | Twitter Blogs

In partnership with Datalogix (DLX), a company that specializes in measuring the

offline impact of online ads, we're announcing a ne...

Incidentally, Twitter users are buzzing about recent adaptations to the online/offline model...

Thomas M. Rasinen
@Rasinen

IL Y A 22 JOURS

Today  @google announces changes to AdWords #PPC Reports and

Updated Tools w/ more "Actionable Insights" for offline in-store sales.

#ppcchat

...and exploring the data themselves.

Elvira
@3BberfubeeeN

IL Y A 22 JOURS

#by tethebookoffline --> online, online --> offline. True from a sales

standpoint?

Jason James
@jtjames
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Google & retailer Express: return on ad spend up 102% when including

offline sales in online adv ertising results ow.ly /w348S

Carlos Ramos
@CRamosAguilar

IL Y A 22 JOURS

16% of total retail sales are influenced by  the web and ended offline

#forrester

So is this a surprise to marketers? A 2011 study pointed to early signs that there is physical value in paid search.
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GREG STERLING

Paid Search Drives $6 In Local Sales For Every $1 In
Online Sales -- Study

Annual US retail spending is roughly $4 trillion according to the

US Commerce Department. And while e-commerce is growing

very rapidly, it remains less than 5 percent of total retail sales.

Historically, most search marketers have focused almost exclusively on e-

commerce sales. But a new study finds that the real impact of paid search is [...]

And respected industry experts, such as Altimeter Group's Brian Solis, declare that the upward pattern is not only

here to stay, but that social media and other forms of nontraditional online marketing will continue to shift the

ways in which consumers approach the brick-and-mortar shopping experience.

BRIANSOLIS

The Imminent Shift from Social to Digital
Engagement - Brian Solis

How do you define engagement? No matter how you define it,

engagement is something that we most likely underestimate.

Engagement symbolizes the touches that occur in various moments of truth and this

should completely change not only how you engage someone in each moment but

also how the inside of your company works with one another to make it frictionless

and experiential.

B_D_SOLIS · IL Y A UNE ANNÉE

The Dynamic Customer Journey

If offline affiliate network Yub is any indication that Solis is correct, we can expect to see new, exciting and much-

needed marketing strategies for physical stores.
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BUSINESSWIRE

Yub Launches World's First Offline Affiliate Network,
Tracking Consumers from Online Clicks Through to
In-Store Purchases for Retailers and Restaurants

SAN FRANCISCO--()-- Yub today unveiled the world's first offline affiliate network,

enabling merchants, retailers and restaurants to harness the power of the online

affiliate model to drive in-store purchases on a massive scale. Yub is the first

company to effortlessly track consumers from online clicks through to offline

purchases, directly linking digital marketing spend to offline revenue.
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